
Nomenclature

bit_n Bit length!
Sound speed (m/s) c0 !
Diameter of perforated hole on the perforateddj !

plate at the j-th layer (m)

Thickness of absorber (m)D0 !
Thickness of acoustic fibre at the j-th layer (m)D fj !

elt Selection of elite (1 for yes and 0 for no)!
gen_no Maximum no. of generation!

j ! !1
Complex propagation constant of acoustic fibrekfibre !
Complex propagation constant of perforatedkp j !

front plate at the j-th layer

Wave numberk0 !
Real part of complex  at the j-th layerk1" j# ! kfibre
Imaginary part of complex  at the j-th layerk2" j# ! kfibre
Air depth of resonator at the j-th layer (m)Lj !

Surface density at the j-th layer (kg/m2)mj !

Hole’s number on the perforated front plate perNj !

1 m2 at the j-th layer

Perforated ratio of front plate at the j-th layer (%)p%" j# !

pc Crossover ratio!
Acoustic pressure at the i-th point (Pa)p i !

pm Mutation ratio!
popuSize Number of population!

Thickness of perforated front plate at the j-thqj !

layer (m)

Real part of complex  at the j-th layerRfibre" j# ! zfibre" j#
Acoustic flow resistance of acoustic fibre at theRj !

j-th layer (MKS rayls/m)

Acoustic particle velocity at i-th point (kg/s)ui !
Imaginary part of complex  at the j-th layerX fibre" j# ! zfibre" j#
Specific normal impedance at i-th pointZi !
Characteristic impedance of acoustic fibre at theZfibre" j# !

j-th layer

Characteristic impedance of perforated frontZpi !

plate at i-th point

Angular frequency (rad/s)! !
Sound absorption coefficient of absorber" !
Air density (kg/m3)#0 !

1. INTRODUCTION 

Even though there is a proliferation of studies on sound

absorbers, a discussion of the optimal design of sound ab-

sorbers (under space constraints) is rarely emphasised. A

graphic analysis of sound absorption on perforated single-

layer absorbers was performed and discussed in the previous

work.1

In order to efficiently finalise the optimal design of a multi-

layer absorber system, a series of case studies on optimisa-

tion under thickness constraints, as well as the new optimiser

of a genetic algorithm, was introduced.

Recently, genetic algorithms have been successfully ap-

plied to many disciplines. GA optimisers are robust, stochas-

tic search methods modelled on the concepts of natural selec-

tion and evolution.2,3 Unlike the traditional gradient method,

which needs the derivatives and a good starting point in the

objective function, GA optimisers are able to locate the global

optimum in a near optimal manner easily. In this paper, a ma-

trix transfer conception for sound absorption (applied in the

derivation of a normal sound absorption coefficient) was

coupled with the searching technique of the genetic algo-

rithm. In addition, the semi-empirical formulas of specific

normal impedance by Delany and Bazley4, as well as those

by Bolt5 and Bolt and Ingard6, are included in the model deri-

vation.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This paper considers a multi-layer sound absorber with

partitions, shown in Fig. 1. Three kinds of sound absorbers
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For maintenance and access purposes, it is necessary to minimise the thickness of a sound absorption control

system. In this paper, the maximal sound absorption under space constraints is studied. The genetic algorithm

(GA) is adopted as the optimiser, and the GA searching technique is presented. Case studies of optimisations on

normal incidence sound absorption with respect to three kinds of sound absorbers (single-layer, double-layer,

and triple-layer) at the pure tone of 350 Hz under a fixed thickness are introduced. The optimised parameters in-

clude 1) absorbing material; 2) diameters of holes on the perforated plates; 3) perforated ratios of the perforated

plates; and 4) the flow resistivities of the absorbing materials. Before optimisation, the accuracy of a single-layer

absorber mathematical model is tested. Thereafter, the optimisations of three kinds of sound absorbers with one

to three layers are exemplified. Consequently, results reveal that the sound absorption at the desired frequency is

almost maximised. The more layers there are in the sound absorber, the higher the broadband. The optimal de-

sign of a multi-layer sound absorbers system proposed in this study can provide a quick and efficient approach

(without redundant testing).
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